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Dear Parents,
We would like to wish you, our students and friends a safe, happy and festive Christmas
and holiday season and all the best for a happy and healthy 2016.
We would like to acknowledge the contribution of staff, parents and students to the school
in 2015. We look forward to a positive 2016 ahead with a fresh perspective!
School will resume again on Thursday, 7th January, 2016.
Kind regards,

Ursula Hellert

Arundhati Mukherji

Head of School

Academic Dean

School Life
We are very proud to announce that the International
School Braunschweig - Wolfsburg has been elected out
of 30 schools, to be one of the “Partnerschulen
Autostadt 2016”. Our project “Bike-Training” for the
pupils of Year 4, was chosen by the Autostadt jury.
The Autostadt will support us in conducting this
project and will provide material to aid the students
with their work. Furthermore, we have the opportunity
to visit the Autostadt and attend their mobility themed
workshops.
The whole school will benefit as well as the Autostadt will offer special rates for all our pupils to
visit and attend their wide range of activities.
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Shoebox Project 2015
A huge thank you to everyone who contributed
to the shoebox project this year. The shoeboxes
have now left the country, ready to arrive in
impoverished areas of Eastern Europe in time
for Christmas. Altogether, we collected 60
boxes at the International School. The continued
generosity and support of students and parents is deeply appreciated and will make all the
difference in the lives of the recipients. Many thanks!

Sarah O’Neill

School musical
Students from year 2 all the way up to year 9 have been
working together on a school musical “The Children of Lir”,
under the direction of Ms O’Neill. We gave our first performance
at the CJD Christophorus Market and are now looking forward to
concluding the story on 18th December at the school Christmas
Party. We would like to say a very heartfelt thanks to the
students, teachers and parents who have given us so much
support: sewing costumes, making props and helping us to
rehearse. We hope you enjoy our performance on Friday!

Sarah O’Neill

Farewell
A Fond Farewell from Ms O’Neill
Dear parents and students,
I am writing to inform you that, with regret, I will be leaving Braunschweig and the International
School on 1st February, 2016. My husband and I will be moving to Northern Ireland to base our lives
closer to my family.
I will complete the winter semester until the winter break with my students and am working closely
with the administration to ensure the continued quality of teaching in GFL and English.
It has been a real pleasure and genuine privilege working with the students and staff of the
International School. I will leave with fond memories of a very enriching period in my life.
I wish our school and all of its students a bright, fulfilling future and every success in the years to
come, and I hope that my investment in this school and in the education of your children will have
made a lasting and significant contribution towards that future.
Yours truly, Sarah O’Neill
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“United World Schools” partner school
United World Schools is an organization comprising of members and partner
schools including prestigious IB World Schools like United World Colleges.
United World Schools (UWS) and International School Braunschweig - Wolfsburg
have come together to develop and enrich educational opportunities for young
people, both within our International School and in the marginalised
communities where UWS works. After discussions with our CAS students, they
chose to partner with the school in Myanmar, called Kaung Whatt and located in
the Shan State. The school was built this year and already has nearly 200 children.
How United World Schools can be involved in a schools delivery of the IB programme
Many of our Partner Schools use their UWS school partnership as a key element of their
International Baccalaureate programme. The “Extended Essay” is a compulsory part of the Diploma
Programme. The link to a UWS Partner School provides an opportunity for cross-curricular research
and enquiry. Pupils may consider aspects of Cambodian history, medical care, globalisation,
international development and the impact of aid. Furthermore, pupils have been able to conduct
unique research by interviewing village chiefs and UWS staff, informing their analysis for “World
Studies” essay topics. In “Theory of Knowledge” (a core part of the IB) pupils explore what is
knowledge and what is worthwhile knowledge. Pupils explore knowledge as a key driver of
development and as an indicator of culture. This is especially effective for groups who are United
World Schools partners. This results in a rich and varied pool of real life situations for ToK
presentations and stimulate a depth of thought about knowledge which brings ToK essays to life.
The final part of the core of the IB is Creativity, Action and Service. Fundraising for UWS can be used
by students to help them fulfil the experiential learning outcomes, especially in taking on new
challenges, considering ethical implications of action and considering global dimensions of their
CAS activity. Other areas of the curriculum (History, Geography, Literature etc) can also be linked to
the partnered country. Keep up the good work and the positive spirits CAS students!
Naresh Seetharam, IBDP/CAS Coordinator

GISST
On November 7th, the Girls GISST Volleyball and Soccer Teams
participated in their very first official tournament at the Berlin British
International School. Although we were not victorious, it was a fun day
and the girls gained first hand experience as to what the atmosphere
would be like when competing against other International Schools. The
Leipzig International School was very impressed with the fighting spirit
of both of our teams, and invited us to come and visit them in the new
year. Well done GISST Girls, great job! We will organise more of these
types of events, during the school year. A big thank you goes out to those who came on this day
and made it a success! We hope to see many more parents at such school events in the future.
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IGCSE Ceremony and results
2015
This year’s IGCSE
Ceremony took place on
Friday, 27th November. After a long time of waiting, former
Year 10 students received the Certificates for the IGCSE exams, which they sat in
spring. Parents, grandparents, friends and members of staff came together to
celebrate this success. It was also a time to look back at the past and remember
moments in the students’ career.
Nicole and Marie were rewarded Certificates for Outstanding Performance in the IGCSE exams 2015.
Both students obtained a book prize.

IS
(2013/14)

English
German
German FL
Spanish FL
Geography
Maths
Biology

35%
83%
100%
100%
58%
70%
73%

world total
(2014/15) (2014/15)
80%
64.4%
85%
85.7%
100%
95.2%
100%
96.1%
82%
72.3%
64%
73%
82%
75.4%
IS

We are very proud to announce an
increase of our students’
performance, which is to be seen
on the table. Please note the
comparison to the results of our
school in the previous session and
this year’s world average.
Percentage grade c or better/
Students with complete IGCSE quota

Checkpoint results
Good job, year 6! Further Improvement in Cambridge Primary Checkpoint Results
Our Year 6 students sat the Cambridge
Primary Checkpoint Tests in English and
Mathematics in October 2015. Again, our
students could reach a fantastic increase
compared to last year’s results: The overall
result in Mathematics is 4.9 (4.3 in 2014),
the overall result in English is 4.2 (3.9 in
2014). Top performers: Rohan and Emre
(both 6.0) in Mathematics and Lena in English (5.6). Congratulations!
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Hand writing Competition
Hand writing competition was held for the first time
at the International School Braunschweig -Wolfsburg. More than 35 students from Years 1 - 5
participated in it. A text was chosen from the Olympiad Handwriting competition. The students had
5 minutes to complete it (as prescribed in the Olympiad). There was pin-drop silence in the room
while the students worked with full concentration! It was a tough race and it was very difficult for
the judges to choose the winners. The participants were classified by their dates of birth.
Winners from 2007 to 2008
1.

Alina – First Prize –Georg Westermann (Red) House

2.

Layan– Second Prize - Georg Westermann (Red) House

3.

Ayda – Third Prize – Friedrich Gauss (Blue) House

Winners from Year 2005 - 2006
1.

Araceli Marco – Ricarda Huch (Green) House

2.

Miyu Yamamura - Friedrich Gauss (Blue) House

3.

Joshua Barry – Konrad Koch (Yellow) House

Special Participation Awards went to:
Anup ( Friedrich Gauss House), Kaede (Konrad Koch House), Sef (Fridrich Gauss), Yamato (Georg
Westermann House).
CONGRATULATIONS!
The School also looks forward to participating in the handwriting competition organised by
Cambridge University Press soon!

Diwali
In November, as a part of the EMR lesson, RC – Year 4 focussed on the
Hindu religious festival “Diwali”. All classes held discussions, PPT
presentations on the background of the celebration and the
mythological story. Later, one afternoon, these classes assembled
together in the Assembly Hall and made some lovely, colourful
“Rangolis” on brown paper and put them in front of their classrooms
and decorated the floors, just as real Rangolis are made in front of the
entrance of houses in India.
Our thanks to the CAS students for preparing the templates for the
“Rangolis”!
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“Vorlesetag”
Students of the International School joined in the German Reading Day on 20th November

Since 2004 the Reading Day has been taking place to initiate reading aloud activities in different
places all over Germany. Students from Year 6 up to 12 and staff members met in the School
Library to entertain their classmates and the students of the primary section with texts in different
languages. The younger students enjoyed the “Story of the three little pigs”, which was read out by
the Chinese IB students or “Le petit Prince” in French. Other languages presented on that day were:
English, Russian, Portuguese, Spanish, Japanese, Hindi, German, and Dutch … A very international
morning at the International School.

RC/Year 1 Afternoon Room
Students in the afternoon room experienced a wonderful
autumn time. They have been very creative in making
chestnut animals. They used toothpicks, play-doh, chestnuts,
cons and acorns.
Now they are rejoicing the German Advent time. They have their own Afternoon Advents calendar. It
is always exciting to find out the day's surprise, singing or dancing, a Christmas story or cookie
time. The students have also crafted many winter crafts. The glittering houses are displayed on our
notice board. Our windows are decorated with Christmas ornaments. They also created The
Afternoon Room Nativity Scene. Come have a look at it! Afternoon Room Team, RC and Year 1

Art department
Year 12 and 11 visited the university of Art (HBK) in Braunschweig
The trip to HBK was very inspiring. First we visited the painting department, which I liked the most.
I especially found the work of a student interesting; it looked like it was inspired by Keith Haring’s
work. They used paint and markers on plywood that was already painted white. I found this to be an
intriguing technique and would like to explore more artists who uses this style. Overall, it was a
great trip, and now I have more motivation and ideas for my own work.
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Written by Abee

I think that the HBK University was really good, because it
can be a reality for some if you want to proceed with art
after school. We experienced many different categories;
film, photography, painters, sculptures and much more. My
favorite part was the film room, because I love the area and
atmosphere and I also really like filming and editing. HBK University is a
very serious university to consider especially if someone would like to study art more consequently.
HBK is also very different in comparison to other universities. You are actually given the freedom to
work on your own time.

. Written by Bernardo

Library
Our students are more and more engaged in reading. I am
really happy to say that recently, the library received 24 new
books for the Primary school students recommended by
Cambridge International Examinations for Cambridge Primary.
The title of the TreeTops Series is “Myths and Legends”. The
books include the tales, legends, fables, stories from around
the world: Ancient Greece, China, England, South Africa, India,
South America etc.
The books have been presented to the library by our school’s
PTA.
I would like to express my special thanks to the members of
our school’s PTA for their support in setting up the library.
Also, I would like to express my gratitude to Ms Anupama
Müller (Teacher in the grammar school) for her donation to our
library. We have now 15 new splendid books. There are 12
books from Series “Tales from the Bhagwat Purana” in this
donation. All the books we have received have colored
illustrations and will help our children to broaden their intercultural outlook.
Maryna Sterrn
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Information about the classes
RC
The Reception Class has worked on the theme Christmas Traditions around the
World. We invited many parents to share their traditions at this special time of the
year. It has been a delightful experience for the children to learn about traditional
food, clothes and songs!
In literacy we learned the letters p, ck and r. We baked a plain cake and chocolate
cake for the letter ck and painted a pig to enhance the letter p. Our class enjoyed
reading the book ‘Ginger Bread Man’ to match with the letter r. We also prepared
a Ginger Bread House and thoroughly enjoyed our literacy activities.
In Numeracy we focused on the numbers from 1-6 with the help of songs and writing activities. The
Reception class learned the song Six Little Elephants, using the spider web with great enthusiasm!
In EMR we learned about Diwali, a festival of light celebrated in India and discussed it’s similarities
with Christmas.
We would like to wish our parents a very Happy Christmas and a delightful New Year with us!
RC Team

Year 1
We have had quite a lot of visitors in November and December.
First, the policeman came to teach us about pedestrian safety.
We even had a pedestrian test close to our school on a busy
street, where we had to demonstrate all the rules we had
learned. The policeman was proud of us, and in the end, all Year
1 students received their personal pedestrian licence. Congratulation, Year 1!
Next in SST, one of our topics was `My childhood`. We were all very excited to listen to some of
our Year 1 parents talk about their childhood, especially because they grew up in different parts of
the world. We would like to thank our Year 1 parents for taking their time and sharing their
memories. We wish all of our students and parents wonderful holidays! See you in the new year!
Year 1 Class Team

Year 2
We finished our autumn topic `Jungle Fever`. My favourite part
was when we went to the zoo. I felt as if I was in the jungle! We
even fed some animals. That was exciting!

Sophia

My favourite part was our jungle breakfast with elephant
sandwiches and banana split!

Edward
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I liked when Frida came to visit us for the whole week! We fed her and it
was fun that we got to walk and play with her!

Cooper

I think my Boa presentation was interesting and I was really happy
because I got an A*! Now we are all eager to learn exciting things
about dinosaurs!

Sef

We wish all Year 2 students and their parents wonderful holidays. See
you all again in 2016!

Year 2 Class Team

Year 3
This term our topic on theme-based teaching was:
Animals Around Us. In English we read various nonfiction reports about animals and their habitats. The
students in Year 3 explored the text features of report
writing and conducted a research of an animal of their
choice. In addition to writing a report, many students
in Year 3 also made fantastic 3D dioramas and
presented them with confidence to the class.
Great job!
In German Project, we looked at the characteristics of some forest animals, such as the badger.
Students had the opportunity to examine a taxidermy badger up close. The second half of the term,
we looked into how animals around us prepare for, and survive during the winter. It was very
informative. The students profited a lot, especially when the topic was presented in English and in
German.
Year 3 sadly wishes goodbye to Lauren, who is going back to South Africa. We will all miss you!

Year 4
Our class has recently written some letters to students at a school in
Kolkata, India. These letters described winter in Germany, the
“Weihnachtsmarkt” and other traditions. Once the letters were sent,
which included some pictures, the students in India sent back letters
about winter in Kolkata.
We then had the pleasure of making a video call to India! There were
a lot of questions about Germany and Kolkata. We showed them our
year 4 advent calendar, to which they found interesting. In return,
they showed us pictures of their local Christmas markets. We
enjoyed the experience and we are looking forward to sending more letters and making video calls
in the New Year.

Written by Nakshatra and Layan
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During the break time, the whole class made a snowman. We decided to call the snowman, Olaf. We
enjoyed working together as a whole class and it really got us in a festive mood and ready for the
Christmas break!
On Friday,

11th

Written by Liyen and Max

December, Year 4 and 5 went ice skating together. We had planned on getting some

food and drink at the “Weihnachtsmarkt” after ice skating, but it was so cold and wet that we
decided to go back to school where it was warm! The ice skating was fun and we didn’t fall over too
often.

Written by Carolina

The Year 4 team wishes everyone a very relaxing Christmas and a happy new year! We look forward
to seeing everyone again on 7th January, 2016!

Year 5
We have been very busy this term. In English and German we explored poetry.
We learned about different rhyming schemes and formats of poems. We
enjoyed learning about how to make stanzas, which are lines of poems and
actually practiced writing our own poems. In Science we learned about
microorganisms. We conducted an experiment with rice and bread, to see in
which environment fungi grows the best. In the end, we found out that there
are good and bad microorganisms.
We also went to the ice skating rink. It was raining and the ice was even
more slippery than the previous year, which made it more fun. We went
with Year 4, 9 & 10. It was a great experience. It was Val´s and my first
time. We also got some help from our older siblings. Afterwards, we
went to the Christmas Market. We ate many sweets and bought some
presents for our families. It was a great day!

Written by Mehak

Year 6
Ice-skating
On December 2nd,Year 6 went to the city for a frosty adventure. The
weather was quite pleasant, so Year 6, along with Years 7 and 8,
walked from the school to the venue. Upon arrival, after renting out the skates, all the kids
jumped on the frozen slab of ice to work on their skills of coordination and balance. For
some it was the first time on skates and for some others it was like an annual routine.
Pupils were skittering and skating and having lots of fun. Standing on skates or moving
around, everybody was trying to maintain the equilibrium. It was a fun-packed “lesson of
sport and fitness” with hands-on activity (or rather, on feet
children got a chance to stroll around the Christmas Market. After some Christmas sweets
shopping, everybody walked back to school.
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Spanish cooking
Year 6 had done a tasty project for the Spanish lesson. On
Wednesday, December 9th, the class went to the school kitchen
to cook. The class was split into a few groups and every group
was in charge of preparing different dishes. There were
Quesadillas in corn tortillas filled with melty cheese, Burritos with juicy
chicken, lettuce, corn and beans, Tapas containing ingredients of cheese, sausages,
grapes and tomatoes, Torrijas, white bread in milk (seasoned with grinded lemon, vanilla
and cinnamon), egg soaked and then fried in a pan. The menu was very creative. After all
of the cooking, Year 6 pupils sat all together at the table and enjoyed the meal. It was like
one big “fiesta” and all the kids could say was “mucho delicioso”.
Great job working together on this one Year 6!

Year 7
As year seven counts down to the Christmas holiday, we have been very busy working on
presentations for the subjects English, EMR and Geography. The main focus for these
assignments has been group work, which gives students the opportunity to work together
and share their thoughts and ideas. We are also eagerly awaiting the results of our report
cards. On Wednesday, 2nd December, along with year six and year eight, we went ice
skating in the city. It was a lot of fun and everybody thoroughly enjoyed themselves. Sadly,
year seven will have to say Goodbye to Lance, who is leaving our school. We wish Lance
and his family all the best of luck for the future. It's been a great year and Year seven
would like to wish the CJD International School community and the entire World a very
Merry Christmas and a happy New Year.

Year 8
Autumn is the season of colours. Leaves fall down like
flying butterflies and seeing the leaves on the ground, gave
us an idea. Year 8 plays often together outside and this is a
picture of us playing with leaves. We had fun throwing
leaves, because the way they flew was fascinating to all of
us! The weather was beautiful and it was fun to play
outside.

Year 9
./.
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Year 10
Year 10 enjoyed some hours ice-skating at the Kohlmarkt and
walking around the Christmas Market together. Although it rained all morning, the mood
was excellent and everybody had lots of fun.

Year 11
Year 11 students had a busy time during the past term. Getting used to the IB
Program, preparing for upcoming Assessment Tests and still finding time to
make friends with the four new students in class, Carlotta, Jennifer, Saya and
Henrik.
On November 27th, Cass students, dressed as reindeers, had fun entertaining
the little ones at the annual Christophorus Market with Santa Claus looking on.
That same day, the long awaited IGCSE certificates were finally handed
out!

Congratulations, Year 11 – you did a great job!

Quellenhinweis
clipart S. 1 und 5:

https://openclipart.org/

Logo Vorlesetag S. 6: http://www.vorlesetag.de/
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The CJD Braunschweig is an institution within the Christlichen Jugenddorfwerk Deutschland e.V. (CJD) - 73061
Ebersbach - Teckstr.23 - www.cjd.de
Every year the CJD offers 155,000 adolescents and young adults’ orientation and prospects for the future. 9,500
employees and many volunteers at over 150 locations offer support, teach training skills and provide education. The
Christian concept of the human being linked with the motto “Let no one fall by the wayside” make up the core of our
work.
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